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DISCRETE SUFFICIENT SETS FOR SOME SPACES OF

ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY

B. A. TAYLORX1)

Abstract. Let E denote the space of all entire functions / of exponential type

(i.e. |/(z)| =<9(exp (ß|z|)) for some ß>0). Let denote the space of all positive

continuous functions k on the complex plane C with exp (B\z\) = 0(k(z)) for each

ß>0. For keX and 5<=C, let |/|U,s = sup {\f(z)\lk{z) : z e 5}. We prove that the

two families of seminorms {|| [U.cJteJf and {|| \\k,s}kejr, where

S = {n + im : -co <n,m< +oo},

determine the same topology on E.

1. Introduction. Let E={f entire: |/(z)| exp (B\z\) for some A,B>0}

denote the vector space of entire functions of exponential type, and let Jf denote

the space of all positive continuous functions k(z) on the complex plane C such

that exp (A | z |) = 0(k(z)) as | z | -> oo for each A > 0. For each subset S of C,feE,

and each k e JT. define

\\f\\k,s = suv{\f(z)\/k(z):zeS}.

When S=C, write \\f\\k for ||/||fc,c- The seminorms || |fc determine a locally convex

topology on E which has been shown by L. Ehrenpreis [3, Chapter 5] (see also

[10]) to be of interest in the study of several problems concerning entire functions.

He has also posed the following question [3, p. 173]. Call a subset S of C sufficient

if the seminorms || \\kiS determine the same topology on E as do the seminorms

||k. Are the lattice points {n + im : n,m = 0, ±1, +2,...} a sufficient set? We

prove here that this is the case.

The above problem is one of estimating entire functions which are "not too

large" from their values at the lattice points, and such problems have been dis-

cussed by several authors (see e.g. [2], [5], [7], [8], [11], [12], [13], [14]). Work

along these lines seems to have started from a problem posed by Littlewood and

solved by G. Pölya, J. M. Whittaker, and others (see [12]). Namely, if / is an

entire function which is bounded at the lattice ponts and if

A/(r,/) = sup{|/(z)| : |z| = r}
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satisfies log M(r,f) = o(r2), then / must be a constant. In connection with this

problem, Whittaker has discussed the notion of "flat regions" of entire functions

[14] (see also [7] and [8]). The work presented here was motivated by that of

Whittaker and we have, in fact, given uniform versions of estimates similar to

those proved by him (e.g. compare Lemma 3 with Lemma 504 of [14]). Other

results related to the ones proved here are due to V. Ganapathy Iyer [5], whose

notion of an "effective" set is about the same as a sufficient set.

One reason for determining "small" sufficient sets is that a set S is sufficient if

and only if every entire function F(z) can be represented as an absolutely convergent

Fourier integral

F(z) = ^eisw dv{w)

where the measure v is supported on the set S [3, p. 12, or 4]. Thus, we obtain as a

corollary the following fact.

Corollary. Every entire function F can be represented in the form

F(z) =    2    an,me« + "»*
n,m= - co

where \anJ(n2 + m2}~112 ->0 as n2 + m2 +oo.

The expansion for F is never unique.

2. If S is a subset of C, denote by p(z, S) the distance from z e C to S.

Theorem 1. If p(z, S) S 1 for all z eC, then S is a sufficient set.

Theorem 1 will be deduced from the following estimate for entire functions and

the lemma following it. For an entire function /, let

M(r,f) = sup {\f(z)\ : \z\ = r)

be the maximum modulus function of / and let

M(r,f; S) = sup {|/(z)| : |z| ^ r, z e S}.

Theorem 2. Let Sc C be such that p(z, S) ^ 1 for all z e C, and let f be an entire

function with /(0)=1. There are absolute constants C1; C2, C3>0 such that, for all

logM(,,/) , log+ M^,/;^1^^

Lemma 1. Let u(r), <p{r ) be positive, increasing, continuous functions defined for

r^ 8 and such that for some positive constants Cu C2, C3, 1

(i) supr (<p(C2r)/<p(r))fiK,

(ii) r = o(<p(r)),

(iii) <p(r) = o(r2),
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(iv) u(r) = o(sp(r)),

(v) u(r)^<p(r.) + C3r + CMC2r)/r + (u(C2r)/ry}.

Then there is a number r0>0, depending only on <p, C1; C2, C3, K (and not on u(r))

such that, for all r^r0, u(r)^2{<p(r) + C3r}.

We will first deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly the topology on E induced by the seminorms || \\kiS

is weaker than that induced by the seminorms || ||fc. Thus, we have to show that

given any k e Jf, there exists k± e 3f and C>0 such that

(0 ll/IU ̂  c\\f\\kl,s.

Actually, we are going to prove an estimate of the form

(2) Wfh = c(\\f\\kl,sy+D

where C, D are constants, but (1) follows from this by applying (2) to the function

A/and then setting A= \\f\\k/2C(\\f\\kl,sy.

Let k e Jf.lt is no loss of generality to assume that 0 e S, that k(0)= 1, and that

k(z) = exp (cp(\z\) + 2C3\z\) where <p is an increasing function satisfying (i)-(iii) of

Lemma 1 and C3 is the constant appearing in Theorem 2. Then set

k,(z) = exp (M\z\ß)).

Now if/(0)= 1 and \\f\kl,s1==A we have by Theorem 2 that

logM(r,/) ^ ±<p(r)+C3r + logA

+ cJ\ogM(C2r,f) + /log A/(C2r,/)j 2 j_

Since k1(0) = k(0)=l we have

so we may apply Lemma 1 to deduce that there exists r0>0, independent of /and

A^\, such that log M(r,f)^<p(r) + 2C3r + 2 log A or \f(re,e)\^A2k(rew) for r^r0.

If rSr0 and if C=max {k(r0)jk(r) : 0^r^ro}, then we have \\f\\k^CA2. That is,

if/(0)=l, then

2(3) ll/IU = c(\\f\\M,sy

If |/(0)| ^ 1, then we may apply (3) to f/f(0) to deduce that the same inequality

holds. If |/(0)| ^ 1, then

ll/IU = ll/-(/(0)-l) + (/(0)-l)|U

^ l/-CA0)-i)|U+i/(0)-i||fc
g C(||/-(/(0)-l)|U1,s)2 + sup{2/A(z) : zeC}.

Now ||/-(/(0)-l)||ftl.5^||/|U1>s+ ||/(0)-l||fcl,s and (a + b)2g2(a2 + b2) so when,

|/(0)|^1, ||/|U = 2C(||/||fcl,s)2 + P where D = sup {2/k(z)} + sup (8C/fA^z))2) and
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the supremums are over zeC. Taken together with (3), this proves (2), which,

completes the proof of Theorem 1.

It remains to prove Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. We first prove the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let >p(r) = 2{(p(r) + C3r}. Since r = o(<p(r)) and <p(r) = o(r2),

there exists r0>0 such that, for all rär0, <p(/)^r and

(4) r2 ^ 8dWC2r) + C3C2r)• max (K, C2)

where

K = sup {<p(C2r)/<p(r) : r ^ 0}.

Suppose by way of contradiction that u(r)lz<l>{r) for some r^r0. Then from (v)

we have, since «(C2r)/r^«(/)/r^ 1,

(5) <p(r) + C3r ^ 2Cy[u(C2r)lr}2.

However, by (i),

<p(r) + C3r = [<p(C2r)<p(r)/v(C2r)] + [C3C2rlC2]

^ [max(Ä-, C2)]-1(9>(C2r) + C3C2r),

so (5) together with (4) implies that u(C2r) ^ <f>(C2r). Repeating the above argument,

we find that, for every n= 1, 2,..., u(C2r)^ib(C2r) which, together with (ii) and

(iv), is a contradiction. Thus, m(/)^ </<(/) for all r^r0, as asserted.

To give the proof of Theorem 2 we introduce the following notation and prove

three (easy) lemmas. Let the zeros of the entire function /be denoted by {zy}. Here

we use the standard convention that each zero is repeated in the sequence {zt} as

many times as its multiplicity as a zero of/. For each £ g C and />0, let

|z>-CIS<

denote the number of z;- in the disc \z-£| g t. Write n(t) for n(t, 0) and let A denote

Lebesgue measure on C.

Lemma 2. Let PS4. Then n(2, 0 = 0 except possibly for a set of tin |£| ^R/2 of

Lebesgue measure at most 4rm(R).

Proof. Obvious.

The next lemma is essentially Lemma 504 of [14].

Lemma 3. Let R>0. Then for all |£| ^P/2 and every S>0

n(t,0S^^ßt2,      1 2» 1*1 £ Rß,

except possibly for £ in a set of Lebesgue measure not exceeding nSR2. Here C is an

absolute constant.
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Proof. For every Zy with |zy| ̂ R, let Ay(£) = 1 if |£ — zy| ̂  1 and = 0 otherwise.

Then let A = 2 Ay, |zy| gP. Obviously, ||A||1 = J" h d\ = Trn(R). Furthermore, if we set

v(t,l)=\ h(z)dX(z)

then, for all / = 0, v(t, QS«a(f+l, 0 and, for \t\^R-\C\, im't, Q^K'+l. 0-
Define h*(Q = sup {v(t, £)(7rr2)-1 : r>0} to be the maximal function associated

with h. By a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood (see e.g. [9]), there is a constant

C>0 such that

A{£ : h*(Q > e}^ (C/e)\\hl = (C7r/£MP,0).

Choose e so that (Cje)n(R, 0) = SP2. Then

(6) «(;, 0 ^ (»)-»•(*+1, £) £ I (r+1)2

except for £ in a set of measure not exceeding w SP2. When | £| g P/2 and 1 5= r ±= P/2,

(6) implies the inequality of the lemma.

For x > 0, let log + x = max (log x, 0), and log ~ x = log + x — log x = — min (log x, 0).

Lemma 4. Suppose R ä 12 awe/ /Aa// is analytic for \z\£R, with zeros {an} (an + 0).

Then for all complex numbers z with \z\ ^ 1, we have either

log |/(^)| =^J"alof+ L/W9)|^

or e/se

|log |/(0)|-log |/(z)|

^- f log+ \f(Re'°)\dd + 2K    J + 2 log
la„|<2

R2(z-an)

an(R2-anz)

Proof. We have by the Poisson-Jensen formula [6, p. 1 ] that log |/(z)| = w(z) + v(z)

where

u(z) = 2 log
R(z-a«)

R2-änz
< 0

and

(7) v(z) = ±      P(R, 6, z) log |/(Pe'*)| dB,

where P(P, 0, z) = (P2-|z|2)/|Pei8-z|2. With log+|/| =max (log |/|, 0) and

log- l/l — — min (log |/|, 0), we have from (7) that

2rr
j" log" \f(Re'°)\ dB =i- J* log+ |/(Pei9)| <W-»(0).
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Now, for |z| iS 1 and i?^2 we have

\P(R, e,z)-P(R, 0,0)1 £ 2|z|(/?+|z|)/(*-|z|)2 =£ 12/7?,

so that

W0)-t<z)| ^ T^f Jlos l/W)l

- ^ niog+ |/(/?eie)| ^-u(o)}-

If y(0)^0, then for Pä 12 it follows that y(z)^(12/7?7r) f*_tt log+ |/(Äeie)l ̂  which

implies the first estimate of the lemma because log \ f(z)\^v(z). Thus, we may

assume v(0) ^ 0 so that

(8) \v(0)-v(z)\ g -jg j"jog +

Next, we have

dB.

log^-lot
R(z-a) j

R2-äz
-log 1-* + log

^2

so if Ais any constant such that [log (1 — 0| ^K\C\ for |£|g±, then for |z| gl,

P2(z-an)
(9) |w(0)-!#(z)| S 2 log

an(R2-anz)
+ K

Since |a„| 5SP, the last estimate of the lemma follows from (8) and (9).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let a e C, with 3[ar|/2 =t 12. Since log |/| is subharmonic,

log l/fa)I does not exceed the average of log |/| over the disc

Da = {z: \z-a\ g |a|/2}.

Consequently, if E is any subset of this disc, we have

(10)

l0S S        { f + f    log l/l d\
Ue jDa\e

g sup {log l/(0|} + 4Ayi£) log M(f|a|,/)

where P\\P is the complement of E in Da.

Now, choose S = w(3|a|, 0)/|a|2 and let E denote the set of points in Da such that

n(2, 0 = 0 and

3{a|
(11)

4£W(3|a|,0)
"v> V = n_s      I_is      ' ' 1 < t <

9t7§    |a|2    ' '      * = ' = 2

where C is as in Lemma 3. If we apply Lemmas 2 and 3 with P = 3|a|, we see that

(12) X(Da\E) g 477«(3|a|,0) + 97rS|a|2 = 13wB(3|a|, 0).

If I e E, then apply Lemma 4 to the function z ->/(£ + z), with P = 3|a|/2 to obtain
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log         g sup{log+ 1/(2)1 :zeS, \z\Z3\a\/2+l}

+ £logM(3\a\,f) + 2K     2 I*.-«!"*-

However,

v 1 f    , n{R, 0    CR n(t, l) ,

2s|2„-aSK \Zn~ t|        j2 -k j2 '

By (11) the last integral does not exceed

so that

4C «(3|a|,0) 3 , i _ 2 C i .
770       9|fl|2      '2 " 3 77 W

log |/(0| ^ log+ M(2\a\,f, 5) + (16/|a|)log M(3\a\,f)

(13) «(3|a|,0)   4 CK
+K^\dT+3 — w-

Since for all r>0, n(r, 0)glog M(er,/)-log |/(0)|, the theorem follows directly

from (10), (12) and (13).

Remark 1. Exactly the same argument shows that any set 5 with p[z, S)^l is

sufficient for the analytically uniform spaces of [10] for which the weights k can

be taken in the form &(z) = exp (<p(|z|)) where <p(z) = o(\z\2) and for which k^z)

= kll2(2z) belongs to Jf whenever k e Jf.

Remark 2. The condition p(z, S)^l in Theorems 1 and 2 may obviously be

replaced by p(z, S)f^d for d any positive constant.
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